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Abstract: Energy use in hospitals is higher than in other public buildings, so improving energy
efficiency in healthcare buildings is a significant challenge in this sector of engineering. For this,
it is necessary to know the various determinants of energy consumption. Until now, the main
factor affecting energy consumption in healthcare facilities studied in the literature was hospital
capacity. However, the commonly used variables connected with hospital size and the number of
beds do not take into account the medical activities carried out in these buildings. Assuming that
energy consumption in hospitals is multiple and shaped by many factors that overlap, not only on
an individual level but also on a higher scale level, this study devises a more integrated approach
to its determinants. This study aims to investigate the determinants of electrical energy costs (EEC)
and thermal energy costs (TEC) in Polish hospitals with regard to factors related to their size, work
intensity and climate zones. The analysis was carried out using financial and resource data from all
Polish hospitals for the years 2010–2019. The study used a multivariate backward stepwise regression
analysis. In order to use climate as a moderating variable, a sample of Polish hospitals from 16 Polish
NUTS 2 was divided into four climate zones. This article provides new empirical evidence on the
determinants of electricity consumption in Polish hospitals related to their size and medical activity,
taking into account climate zone as a moderating variable. The results of the analysis show that
both electricity and heat consumption in hospitals are positively related to the number of doctors,
beds and the number of medical operations performed. As expected, larger hospitals seem to use
more energy. Moreover, there is regional heterogeneity in energy consumption in hospitals related
to the climatic zone in which they operate. The conducted analysis shows that Polish hospitals
located in the warmest climatic zone are characterized by higher energy consumption than hospitals
in the coldest zone. It especially regards EEC in surgery hospitals. The warmer the climate zones,
the higher intensity in terms of the number of surgeries, the higher EEC. In terms of nonsurgical
hospitals, the influence of climate zone on EEC was not observed. Knowing the factors influencing
energy consumption in hospitals can facilitate the correct adoption of an energy-saving strategy
in the health sector, which is a reasonable response to climate change and supports a healthy and
sustainable future.

Keywords: energy costs; hospitals; climate zone; energy consumption; Poland

1. Introduction

The issue of energy consumption, in general, attracts a lot of attention, especially
with regard to energy efficiency and its benefits for climate change [1]. Currently increases
in energy consumption generate a continuous increase in the cost of electricity and heat
and have a significant negative impact on the environment, resulting from the emission
of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere [2]. In recent decades, researchers have paid
much attention to energy analysis and consumption optimization in various industries
and buildings. Some of them proposed new methods that are very helpful in assessing
different options for thermal insulation investments [3]. In this context, healthcare facilities
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(especially for hospitals due to their large size) are of particular interest. Due to rising
energy prices, the lack of natural resources for energy production and standards based on
sustainable development to reduce CO2 emissions, it is necessary to analyze the factors
influencing energy consumption by these systems. As more than half of the energy con-
sumption in healthcare systems is in hospitals [4,5], this study mainly focuses on data on
energy consumption in hospitals. The implementation of sustainable energy systems is one
of the main goals of the European Union (EU) energy policy, and experience in the hospital
sector can be very useful in achieving this [6].

Among healthcare facilities, hospitals are among the most energy-intensive buildings
due to their constant energy consumption patterns and different activities. They must
operate 24 h a day, 365 days a year, so in the construction sector, hospitals are the buildings
with the highest energy use [7]. On average, a hospital complex consumes 2.5 times
more energy than a public building, e.g., an office. This is mainly due to the operation of
a complex building, utility systems to accommodate energy-intensive medical equipment
and the unique requirements for air quality and disease control. In addition, the fact that
they are more energy-consuming than other buildings in the service sector is due to the
constant need for powering medical devices and special requirements for air quality and
patient health monitoring [8].

The highest costs of energy consumption are incurred by specialist hospitals, which
use energy-intensive tomographs, x-rays, or the best-equipped operating theaters. Most
expensive is the operation of the operating theater and the performance of specialist exami-
nations. Currently, the expenditure of public hospitals on electricity in Poland accounts
for an average of almost 2% of their total operating costs, which, given tight budgets,
is a significant burden. Energy expenditure is a small percentage of hospital budgets,
but almost all of them want to increase energy efficiency and invest in renewable energy
sources to improve their financial situation in connection with rising energy prices [9].
The use of renewable energy sources in Polish hospitals is very important in the context of
the energy transformation of the national economy because it affects the creation of modern
technologies and increases the competitiveness and innovation of the country. The research
carried out so far shows that solar, wind and biomass have the greatest development
opportunities in Poland [10].

Energy demand in Polish hospitals is. Therefore, high, so understanding the factors
influencing energy consumption in hospitals could be important not only for scientists and
practitioners, but also for policymakers aiming to encourage and promote wise, efficient,
and sustainable energy use through a variety of policies, schemes, and measures.

Despite great interest in determinants of energy consumption in the healthcare sector,
the results of previous studies are inconclusive and need further investigation. This can be
explained by the fact that energy consumption in hospitals is shaped by many different
factors, not only at the individual level but also at a higher scale level, e.g., the region.
So far, empirical research on energy consumption in the health sector has put a lot of effort
into examining the relationship mainly between energy consumption and hospital capacity
rather than hospital activity, and little research to date has been conducted in the healthcare
sector in countries of central and eastern Europe. Climate zone as moderating variable has
not been investigated so far in this region. It is difficult to determine climate zone impacts
on demand for energy consumption, and which determinants of energy consumptions
connected with medical size and hospital activity are significant in various climate zones.
This means that the area is full of ambiguities, and our goal is therefore to reduce this
research gap.

This study aims to investigate the determinants of electrical energy costs (EEC) and
thermal energy costs (TEC) in Polish hospitals, taking into account not only their size but
also medical activity and with climate zone as a moderating variable. The analysis was
carried out using data from hospital reports regarding financial data and medical activity
for the years 2010 to 2019. The study used a multivariate backward stepwise regression
analysis on a sample of all Polish hospitals from 16 Polish NUTS 2, which were divided
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into four climate zones. The constructed models test new determinants of the considered
endogenous variables according to the climatic zones, which develops a more integrated
approach to studying the drivers of energy consumption in hospitals at the regional
level. This shows that there are common, universal determinants of energy consumption,
regardless of the climatic zone and those that depend on these zones. This article is the first
study that collects and analyzes data on energy costs in all hospitals in Poland. As far as we
know, no previous research on this topic has focused on such a large sample of hospitals.

The study assumes that energy consumption in hospitals is determined by the size
of the hospital and its medical activity and differs among climatic zones. Therefore, our
research hypotheses are as follows:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The size of the hospital has a positive impact on electrical energy costs.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The size of the hospital has a positive impact on thermal energy costs.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The activity of the hospital has a positive impact on electrical energy costs.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The activity of the hospital has a positive impact on thermal energy costs.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The electrical energy costs in hospitals differ among climate zones.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). The thermal energy costs in hospitals differ among climate zones.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review.
Section 3 presents the econometric methodology, variables, and data used. Section 3
discusses the empirical results and discussion. Finally, the last three sections present the
concluding remarks, limitations and further research.

2. Literature Review

The literature lists three groups of features that affect energy consumption in hospitals.
The first group concerns the capacity of the hospital, which is primarily determined by
the total area of hospital rooms and the number of beds. Additional measures of capacity
include the number and size of operating theaters and intensive care units, as well as
the amount of high-energy medical equipment. The second group concerns the medical
activities of the hospital. Energy consumption in hospitals should increase with the
provision of more medical services. A medical product can be tracked by a variety of
metrics, including days of hospitalization, admission or discharge, and the number of
patients. The third group includes the location in a specific climatic zone, which determines
the limits for thermal and lighting conditions [8]. These factors influence overall energy
consumption regardless of performance and should, therefore, be taken into account in
this research.

The majority of earlier studies analyzed energy consumption at a microeconomic level,
combining energy demand with room characteristics in buildings [11,12]. The literature
emphasizes that the most significant predictor of energy consumption by these facilities
is the size of the facility (area), types of services, number of employees and number of
beds [4,13]. The capacity of the hospital can also be measured by the surface of the hospital
rooms (m2), bed days in inpatient-departments and in out-patient-departments, and the
number of staff members [14]. A regression analysis of energy consumption was carried out
in the Spanish banking sector, and among independent variables, in addition to the number
of employees, the area and number of energy-consuming devices (in this case, ATMs) were
taken into account [15]. Another study conducted on the basis of data from 20 Spanish
hospitals determined average final energy consumption by calculating energy efficiency
indicators as a function of several functional indicators, i.e., building area, number of beds
and number of employees [16].
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Studies in Brazilian hospitals found that variability in energy consumption was due
not only to the size of facilities, the number of beds and covered area, but also to the
complexity of the services offered, energy standards, and the efficiency of the medical
equipment used [17]. Other studies also took into account the impact of hospital activity in-
dicators, which can be represented by the number of annual discharges, rescue operations,
hospitalizations, operations, laboratory tests, births, and endoscopy [18]. However, studies
regarding the impact of hospital activity on energy consumption are rare. The number of
surgical operations can be an especially important factor influencing energy consumption
due to the fact that surgery is a resource-hungry medical activity that requires expensive
equipment, sterilization procedures, advanced operational technologies, and compul-
sory life-support systems. These activities consume significant amounts of energy [19].
In addition, there has been a discussion for several years about ventilation systems in
operating rooms that can be the main factor affecting the electric energy consumptions in
the hospitals [20].

An important factor influencing energy consumption may also be the degree of
use of medical devices, especially in areas directly related to diagnostics and treatment.
The demand for electricity is growing in hospitals due to more sophisticated medical
devices. An interesting observation can be made in terms of the relationship between the
energy consumed during use and the hours of inactivity. Linear accelerators, CT scanners
and MRI scanners require 36, 64 and 47% of weekly energy requirements, respectively,
when not in use [20].

In the literature, there are studies of energy consumption that combine energy demand
with climatic and environmental indicators [21–23], as well as with geographic location [13].
Some authors also highlighted weather conditions as essential determinants of energy
consumption [24,25]. The empirical literature in this field is oriented to the national
research level, using, in most cases, a dataset at the micro-level. It is worth adding that
several studies carried out at the subnational level in the EU showed that regional climatic
differences do have an impact on energy consumption, although these studies were related
to households (e.g., in the case of Germany [26]; and Austria [27]). Other studies looked at
the impact of climate change on energy consumption in hospital buildings, e.g. looking at
six different cities located in six countries in the Indian Ocean region [28].

There is agreement that the climate has a significant impact on the energy consumption
of buildings [29]. Climate is usually treated as an independent parameter in energy
efficiency regressions [30]. Climate can influence energy consumption in several ways
because of a non-linear pattern of energy use in response to climate change. In a warmer
climate zone, a greater demand for cooling could be expected, which would lead to
increased consumption of electricity. On the other hand, fewer frosty winter days would
result in a lower heating demand, which would lower the demand for natural gas, oil and
electricity [31–33]. Research conducted in the US found that consumers in warmer locations
rely relatively more on electricity than on natural gas, oil and other fuels. In winter, they
use less heating fuel, and in summer they install more cooling power and buy much more
electricity. The model estimated in these studies suggests that fuel selection component
may be an important aspect of climate change adaptation. In warmer climates, electricity is
selected for heating and cooling. Electricity is, therefore, more attractive than combining
electricity with other heating fuels in areas where heating is less important [34]. Some
USA studies have quantified heat-attributable healthcare expenditure based on counts of
hospital admissions [35,36]. The use of the climate zone as a moderating variable in the
study allowed research to be carried out at the regional level, which is the most crucial
level for the design and implementation of EU policy. Climatic zones make it possible to
determine the basic calculation parameters of the outside air. Therefore, the calculation
parameters of the outside atmosphere have a direct impact on the parameters of the power
of cooling, ventilation and air-conditioning devices of buildings and for determining the
heat load design of buildings [37]. Each climate zone has a different outside temperature,
wind strength and direction, and sunlight. Designers adjust building materials to this
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and define the parameters of heating the building under maximum conditions. Property
managers and administrators take this into account when ordering power to heat the
building. Currently, Poland is divided into climatic zones according to the PN-EN 12831
standard [38,39].

In winter, there are five general climatic zones in Poland, of which Vth zone is charac-
terized by the lowest temperatures, and the firstone the highest. The temperature of the
outside air in the zones ranges from −16 degrees Celsius (coastal areas) to −24 degrees Cel-
sius (mountain areas, Suwalki region). The outside designed temperature in five climatic
zones for winter in Poland is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The outside designed temperature in five climatic zones for winter in Poland.

Climate Zone Temperature

I −16

II −18

III −20

IV −22

V −24

For the purposes of the study, the climatic zones of Poland were adapted to the NUTS
classification, which refers to the hierarchical division of the EU economic area into three
main NUTS levels: NUTS 1, NUTS 2 and NUTS 3. The first level applies to the entire
country, while the second and third levels in Poland are voivodeships and counties [40].
Taking into account the NUTS 2 level required merging of the fourth and fifth zones and
assignment of Polish voivodships to the four climatic zones shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Map of climate zones in Poland.

The climate of Poland is characterized by great variability of weather and significant
fluctuations in the course of the seasons. Poland is crossed by the border between a warm
and rainy (oceanic) climate and a boreal, snow-forest (continental) climate. There is
a significant difference in air temperature between the north-eastern (fourth zone) and
north-western (first zone) regions of Poland. In the east, in zone IV, winters are colder
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than in the rest of Poland, which is the result of the influence of continental climate. In
zone I, in the west of the country, winters are warmer than in the rest of Poland because of
the influence of air masses from the Atlantic Ocean and the mitigating effect of the Baltic
Sea. Therefore, the lowest average annual air temperatures occur in north-eastern Poland
(6.5 ◦C). The average number of frosty days is lower in zone I (less than 25 days a year)
than in zone IV (up to 65 days in the Suwałki Lake District).

The main type of energy consumed by hospitals is electricity. Therefore, the results
of the study regarding the relationship between climatic zone and energy consumption
can be applied to power design requirements in the energy sector, fuel consumption for
electricity generation, end-use space heating and cooling [41].

3. Materials and Methods

The methodology of the study involves a two-stage approach: (i) estimation of a linear
regression model to examine the impact of identified independent variables on electrical
and thermal energy costs in hospitals according to the climate zones in Poland, (ii) esti-
mation to what extent the electrical and thermal energy unit costs differ according to the
climate zones in Poland.

Quantitative data ae shown as mean (standard deviation, SD) and median (interquar-
tile range, IQR). Categorical data are expressed as percentages. Independent predictors of
EEC and TEC were analyzed using stepwise backward regression analyses. A p-value of
<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

To measure the hospital electrical and thermal energy costs, we used the variables
electric energy cost (EEC), electric energy cost per patient (EECP), electric energy cost per
hospitalization day (EECD), electric energy cost per surgery (EECS), thermal energy cost
(TEC), thermal energy cost per patient (TECP), thermal energy cost per hospitalization day
(TECD), and thermal energy cost per surgery (TECS). To measure the hospital size, we
used the number of beds (BEDS), nurses (NURS) and doctors (DOC) as variables. Based on
bed numbers, we classified the hospitals into four categories as follows: small hospitals
(number of beds lower than 100); medium (number of beds lower than 300 and above 101),
big (number of beds lower than 600 and above 301) and large (number of beds above 601).
To measure the hospital activity, we used: the number of surgeries (SURG), the number of
hospitalization days (DAYS), and the number of patients (PAT). To analyze the influence
of hospital profile (in terms of surgery intensity), we classified the hospitals based on
the surgery index (SI). We calculated SI as the relationship between numbers of surgeries
to admitted patients and based on this we classified the hospitals into four categories
as follows: non-surgical hospitals (with SI = 0—non-surgeries in hospital); low-intensity
surgery hospital (0 < SI < 0.3); medium-intensity surgery hospital (0.31 < SI < 0.6) and
high-intensity surgery hospital (0.61 < SI).

3.1. Data and Sample

Electrical and thermal energy costs were thoroughly analyzed in order to perform
a comparison of energy consumptions in hospitals in terms of hospitals activity in different
climate zones. Financial data were obtained from the E-Health Center, which is a state
budget unit established by the Minister of Health. Data on energy consumption costs
came from the MZ-03 reports on the finances of independent public healthcare institutions.
On the other hand, data on the activities of each hospital (the number of patients, the
number of operations, the number of beds, the number of medical personnel) were obtained
from the annual reports of the MZ-29-report on the activities of the general hospital.
The analysis considered hospital data from 2010 to 2019 for 376 hospitals. Finally, our
research covered 3289 hospital years.

3.2. Key Variables

The characteristics of analyzed hospitals according to the climate zone in Poland are
presented in Table 2, and Figures 2 and 3.
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Table 2. The characteristics of analyzed hospitals according to the climate zone in Poland.

Variables

Climate Zone

TotalI II III IV

n (%)

Hospital years * 249 (7.57) 679 (20.64) 2047 (62.24) 314 (9.55) 3289

DAYS 20,160,208 (8.17) 55,261,425 (22.40) 153,752,238 (62.33) 17,504,144 (7.10) 246,678,015
BEDS 73,282 (8.29) 199,434 (22.55) 546253 (61.77) 65388 (7.39) 884,357
PAT 3,596,544 (8.63) 9,697,673 (23.26) 25,266,118 (60.60) 3,134,437 (7.52) 41,694,772

SURG 1,672,340 (10.38) 3,647,777 (22.65) 9,614,112 (59.70) 117,0610 (7.27) 16,104,839
NURS 71,208 (8.42) 184,516 (21.83) 528,267 (62.50) 61,286 (7.25) 845,277
DOC 41,056 (9.14) 98,309 (21.88) 278,273 (61.95) 31,577 (7.03) 449,215

* A sample of 3289 hospital-years contains data of the 376 hospitals for the period 2010–2019.

Figure 2. Hospital size measures according to climate zones.

Figure 3. Hospital activity measured according to climate zones.

Most of the hospitals are located in the third climate zone, which covers the most
extensive area of Poland. More than 60% of hospital beds are located in this climate zone,
which accompanies the highest percentage of treated patients (60.60%) and performed
surgeries (59.70%). Accordingly, more than 61% of nurses and doctors take care of patients
in hospitals located in the third climate zone.
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3.3. Research Model

In the first stage of our research, we specified and estimated linear models in order to
examine the impact of hospital size and its activity on electrical and thermal energy costs.
The models are specified as follows:

EEC = β0 + β1(DAYS) + β2(BEDS) +β3(PAT) + β4(SURG) + β5(NURS) + β6(DOC)+ e (1)

TEC = β0 + β1(DAYS) + β2(BEDS) +β3(PAT) + β4(SURG) + β5(NURS) + β6(DOC)+ e (2)

To analyze whether the influence of the identified variables is the same in all the
climate zones, we built the EEC and TEC models separately for each Polish climate zone
as follows:

EECi = β0 + β1(DAYSi) + β2(BEDSi) +β3(PATi) + β4(SURGi) + β5(NURSi) + β6(DOCi)+ e (3)

TECi = β0 + β1(DAYSi) + β2(BEDSi) +β3(PATi) + β4(SURGi) + β5(NURSi) + β6(DOCi)+ e (4)

where i is the climate zone in Poland

3.4. Kruskal–Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance

We used a nonparametric method for testing whether samples originated from the
same distribution. We used the Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance to analyze to
what extent the climate zone had a statistically significant influence on the electrical and
thermal energy unit cost. A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

For the statistical analysis, we used STATISTICA, TIBCO Software INC., Poland,
Statsoft Polska, version 13.3.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Descriptive Statistics

In order to evaluate the influence of climate on hospital energy costs, we identified
models of determinants of energy consumption in Polish hospitals, taking into account the
climate zones determined at the NUTS 2 level. In addition, we checked whether the climate
zones moderate other factors of energy consumption in hospitals connected with their size
and type. Table 3 and Figures 4–6 provide a view of descriptive statistics (means, standard
deviations, medians and interquartile ranges) for all independent variables separately for
each climate zone.

The highest average electrical and thermal energy costs are in hospitals located in the
first climate zone and the lowest in the fourth one. On average, in hospitals located in the
first climate zone, thermal energy costs are higher by nearly 40% and electrical energy costs
are 1.5 times higher than in hospitals located in the fourth climate zone.

Based on the analysis, in the first climate zone, the hospitals are the biggest, and in the
fourth one, the smallest. In terms of the number of beds, the number of doctors and nurses,
hospitals located in the first climate zone is respectively more than 44, 58, and 42% bigger
than in the fourth climate zone. According to the level of hospital activity, measured by the
number of patients, hospitalization days, and the number of surgeries, hospitals in the first
climate zone are respectively 1.40, 1.49, and 1.80 times higher than in the fourth one.
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Table 3. Characteristics of analyzed hospitals according to the climate zones in Poland.

Variables

Climate Zone

TotalI II III IV

Mean (SD) Median (Q1–Q3)

EEC (PLN) 1,034,553 (122,6397)
659,786 (306,546–1,201,155)

1,025,393 (980,078)
717,520 (318,689–1,407,173)

910,042 (1,177,533)
598,957 (338,093–1,028,006)

665,117 (779,879)
389,828 (244,459–828,121)

919,899 (1,114,355)
597,540 (315,505–1,114,377)

TEC (PLN) 975,732 (1,302,336)
491,888 (244,066–1,063,739)

922,536 (1,018,291)
545,981 (252,885–1,255,279)

821,019 (1,023,326)
515,932 (240,081–1,032,906)

701,529 (726,990)
435,569 (314,578–862,438)

842,282 (1,023,982)
505,367 (253,492–1,055,089)

DAYS 93,334 (83,881)
64,880 (28,156–140,736)

91,341 (69,644)
68,910 (34,060–134,650)

84,946 (64,884)
69,227 (36,910–111,610)

62,738 (52,114)
47,767 (29,282–77,934)

84,769 (66,825)
66,627 (34,276–115,936)

BEDS 339 (292)
260 (110–434)

330 (266)
243 (136–488)

301 (240)
256 (121–408)

234 (200)
176 (105–311)

303 (248)
243 (123–419)

PAT 15,705 (13,958)
11,021 (5612–25,441)

15,976 (11,547)
12,313 (6457–24,156)

13,806 (11,333)
11,382 (5987–17,635)

11,234 (97,707)
7968 (5044–16,585)

14,157 (11,537)
11,021 (5932–19,004)

SURG 6716 (9392)
2866 (694–8756)

5372 (6274)
2787 (1114–8986)

4696 (6142)
2718 (631–6356)

3728 (4771)
2035 (366–4471)

4896 (6392)
2667 (705–6858)

NURS 311 (316)
187 (101–423)

304 (253)
220 (116–454)

288 (267)
218 (102–379)

219 (204)
154 (89–286)

287 (264)
206 (106–395)

DOC 179 (211)
102 (50–234)

162 (155)
113 (51–238)

152 (157)
107 (53–195)

113 (131)
64 (39–153)

152 (160)
101 (50–202)
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Figure 4. Mean EEC and TEC according to climate zones.

Figure 5. Mean hospital size measurements according to climate zones.

Figure 6. Mean hospital activity measurements according to climate zones.

4.2. Linear Regression Models

First, the multivariate regression analysis took into account various factors relating to
the hospital’s capacity and its medical activities. To analyze the indicators affecting EEC
and TEC, we used linear regression models. The regression statistics of Equations (1) and
(2) are given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Backward stepwise regression analysis with EEC and TEC as the dependent variable.

Variables
EEC TEC

B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value

(Constant) −89,543.40 20,655.90 −4.335 p < 0.001 −99,791.80 21,668.51 −4.605 p < 0.001
BEDS 660.10 115.63 5.708 p < 0.001 1793.30 131.46 13.641 p < 0.001
PAT −13.70 3.16 −4.321 p < 0.001

SURG 23.00 3.24 7.096 p < 0.001 18.00 3.56 5.067 p < 0.001
NURS 437.90 99.14 4.416 p < 0.001
DOC 3389.20 169.77 19.964 p < 0.001 2797.40 171.69 16.293 p < 0.001

R2 0.710 0.630

The best subsets and the resulting backward stepwise regression models are:

EEC = −89,543.40 + 660.10(BEDS) + 23.00(SURG) + 437.90(NURS) + 3389.20(DOC) (5)

TEC = −99,791.80 + 1793.30(BEDS) − 13.70(PAT) + 18.00(SURG)+ 2797.40 (DOC) (6)

The dependent variables were EEC and TEC. In terms of EEC, the regression model
demonstrated that a number of beds, surgeries, nurses, and doctors were found to be
statistically significant. In terms of TEC, the number of beds, patients, surgeries and
doctors. were found to be statistically significant.

The standard error (SE) for each regression coefficient was less than the value of
the B coefficient. Otherwise, there would have been a large confidence interval, indicat-
ing a low significance of including the corresponding variable in the regression model.
The most significant variable in both models was DOC, with a p-value <0.001. More doctors
employed results in higher consumption of electricity and heat, which is related to the
total energy consumption. The annual energy consumption is also influenced to a great
extent by the number of beds occupying a particular area that is to be heated in winter. If
the number of beds increases, so does energy consumption. In other studies, regarding
factors connected with the medical activity, there was also a clear correlation between the
number of hospitalizations and the annual energy consumption. Hospitals with less than
20,000 hospital admissions per year use less energy per bed than hospitals with more than
20,000 hospital stays. Hospitals with less than 20,000 annual stays have also been found to
use less energy per discharge [18].

The next stage of the analysis consisted of grouping these factors according to the
moderating variables represented by four climatic zones. We analyzed the influence of the
identified variables describing hospital size and activity according to the climate zones by
building the EEC and TEC models separately for each Polish climate zone (Tables 5 and 6).
We found that the number of hospitalization days (DAYS) and the number of doctors
(DOC) were factors influencing the level of EEC independently from the climate zone.
In terms of TEC, only the number of doctors (DOC) was the factor affecting analyzed costs
independently from the climate zone. Observing the equations for models assigned to four
climate zones, it can be concluded that the DOC variable had a significant impact on the
annual energy consumption in all zones.
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Table 5. Backward stepwise regression analysis with EEC as dependent variable according to the climate zones in Poland.

Climate
Zone I II III IV

Variables B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value

(Constant) 54,723.96 45,449.20 1.204 NS 56,628.14 40,665.19 1.392 NS −173,399 29,507.34 −5.876 p<0.001 −78,941.9 32,153.37 −2.455 p < 0.01
DAYS 5.85 1.17 5.013 p < 0.001 5.03 0.73 6.875 p < 0.001 −5 1.26 −4.283 p < 0.001 4.8 0.87 5.484 p < 0.001
BEDS 2057 352.99 5.827 p < 0.001
PAT −39.86 7.18 −5.553 p < 0.001

SURG 28.65 7.03 4.076 p < 0.001 28.49 7.18 3.967 p < 0.001 19 4.47 4.242 p < 0.001
NURS 471 134.65 3.495 p < 0.001
DOC 4714.66 433.29 10.881 p < 0.001 2117.82 330.45 6.408 p < 0.001 3854 237.13 16.254 p < 0.001 4045.2 337.29 11.993 p < 0.001

R2 0.903 0.677 0.688 0.868

Table 6. Backward stepwise regression analysis with TEC as dependent variable according to the climate zones in Poland.

Climate
Zone I II III IV

Variables B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value B SE t p-Value

(Constant) −29,521.6 88,032.76 −0.335 NS −143,060 45,072.70 −3.173 p < 0.01 −151,998 28,734.94 −5.289 p < 0.001 10,781.47 35,420.74 0.304 NS
DAYS −6 1.23 −5.097 p < 0.001 5.70 0.96 5.941 p < 0.001
BEDS 4241.0 657.95 6.445 p < 0.001 1710 186.60 9.165 p < 0.001 3015 329.19 9.160 p < 0.001
PAT −93.5 13.43 −6.960 p < 0.001

SURG 42.4 12.16 3.487 p < 0.001 38 7.34 5.155 p < 0.001
NURS −1290.5 406.47 −3.174 p < 0.01
DOC 5616.9 772.39 7.272 p < 0.001 1234 348.20 3.543 p < 0.001 3200 183.67 17.420 p < 0.001 3086.73 371.56 8.307 p < 0.001

R2 0.740 0.657 0.608 0.813
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The uncertainty of these models is acceptable considering that other factors influence
energy consumption, which were not controlled in the study [42]. It is important to
emphasize that regression models are only valid within the range of values that determine
the independent variables under consideration, and there is no assurance that successful
results will be obtained when this range of values is exceeded [15].

The results obtained with multiple regression models confirm that energy consump-
tion is determined by various factors related to the size and medical activity of hospitals.
Among them, both for electricity and thermal energy, the most important factors connected
with hospital size were the number of beds and the number of doctors. Our results are
consistent with other studies. For example, in studies conducted in a German hospital
on the factors influencing the average annual energy consumption, three indicators were
analyzed (built-up area, number of employees and number of beds). The number of beds
was shown to be the most appropriate as a reference indicator for quantifying the average
energy consumption in a hospital [13]. In our study, the number of physicians turned out
to be the most significant factor influencing the consumption of both electricity and heat.
Knowledge of the importance of this factor makes us aware that subsequent analyses of
the planned demand for electricity in the healthcare sector should refer to employment
forecasts in the medical profession [43–46].

Other previous studies on the effect of hospital size on energy consumption showed
a low correlation between the number of beds and the average annual heat energy and
electricity consumption. These studies, carried out in private Spanish hospitals, also found
a weak correlation between the number of employees and the average yearly heat energy
consumption, as well as a high correlation with total and electric energy consumption.
However, according to the study, hospitals with less than 275 employees used less en-
ergy per bed than hospitals with more than 275 employees, and hospitals with less than
100 beds used less energy per surgery [18]. In studies conducted in 45 hospitals in Thailand,
no relationship was established between energy consumption and hospital capacity. This
capacity was measured with the surface of air-conditioning area (m2), the surface of
the non-air-conditioning area (m2), bed days in in-patient-departments, bed-days in out-
patient-departments and number of staff members [14].

From the point of view of energy conservation, it would be appropriate to indicate the
most effective size of the hospital. According to previous studies, this size varies from 200
to 300 beds, as this size allows the centralization of energy-producing equipment and the
use of economies of scale, using more advanced facilities with higher capacity. On the other
hand, it should be borne in mind that larger hospitals have higher energy consumption,
and the great number of patients and medical workers hamper the implementation of
appropriate policies to optimize energy consumption [18].

4.3. The Influence of Climate Zone on Energy Unit Costs by Hospital Activities

The results presented in Table 7 illustrate the average annual energy consumption
per individual unit, expressing the size or effects of medical activity. The unit costs were
calculated according to the individual hospital measures. These results show that energy
consumption is more significant in areas with milder winter climates, which is mainly in
the first climate zone. In this climatic area, the annual consumption of electricity and heat
per patient and treatment per night is higher than in climatic zones with harsher winters.

According to our research, in the first climate zone EECD is nearly 19% higher than
in the fourth zone, and TECS are more than three times higher in comparison to the third
climate zone. TECP in the first zone is nearly 16% higher in relation to the fourth climate
zone. The difference in EECP and EECS was not found statistically different according to
the climate zones in Poland. In terms of the TECD, the differences between the climate
zones were statistically significant, but the size of these differences was not meaningful.
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Table 7. Electrical and thermal energy unit costs according to climate zones in Poland.

Variables

Climate Zone

pI II III IV

Mean (SD)
Median (Q1–Q3)

EECP
(PLN/pateint)

85.68 (169.29)
56.29 (43.89–75.53)

73.40 (82.77)
54.79 (40.89–74. 70)

84.15 (174.46)
54.57 (42.05–77.11)

60.57 (30.35)
52.51 (39.31–69.02) NS

EECD
(PLN/day)

12.13 (9.76)
10.21 (7.65–13.90)

11.34 (7.12)
9.68 (7.63–12.20)

13.10(39.46)
9.01 (6.58–12.54)

10.21 (5.47)
8.84 (6.84–11.64) p < 0.001

EECS
(PLN/surgery)

1338.04 (16,068.53)
158.07 (103.77–253.68)

1299.32 (13,898.40)
170.78 (122.16–251.48)

264.44 (887.92)
168.30 (113.38–263.94)

2249.96 (30,949.91)
153.37 (109.23–232.67) NS

TECP
(PLN/pateint)

80.59 (143.44)
60.48 (35.05–89.08)

76.04 (197.24)
53.12 (34.11–77.01)

80.25 (153.91)
54.76 (34.22–80.84)

69.53 (38.70)
59.55 (48.53–77.14) p < 0.001

TECD
(PLN/day)

11.81 (8.17)
10.85 (5.91–16.15)

10.21 (9.38)
9.381 (5.95–13.00)

11.61 (29.80)
8.74 (5.46–12.57)

11.97 (7.10)
10.25 (8.01–13.77) p < 0.001

TECS
(PLN/surgery)

1 632.21 (19902.77)
161.75 (43.89 –278.65)

543.39 (4355.41)
151.78 (92.01–257.51)

252.72 (987.43) 153.68
(83.20–265.71)

1496.19 (18,335.59)
177.87 (120.75–278.32) p < 0.001

In the first climatic zone, both the size of the hospital (number of doctors) and its
medical activity (number of operations) has a positive effect on electricity consumption.
The number of beds also has a significant influence on the consumption of thermal energy in
this zone. In colder regions, no significant impact of medical activity (number of operations)
on electricity and thermal energy consumption was noticed. In these regions, there is much
less hospital activity and a much higher cost of electricity per operation.

According to our results, Polish hospitals operating in the fourth (coldest) climatic zone
use less electricity and thermal energy than hospitals in the first climatic zone (the warmest).
We presume that this is caused by the higher demand for cooling systems in the warmer
zone [47]. It can, therefore, be concluded that the hospitals in the fourth climate zone,
which perform the least operations per year and where the average annual hospital stay
is shorter, manage energy better than the hospitals with more significant health care
activity in the first zone. Other researchers from China evaluated that annual electricity
consumption for hospitals in a frozen zone is 67.9% lower than for hospitals located in
hot summer and warm winter zones. They concluded that annual electricity consumption
is higher in the southern area in China than in the northern area because of use of air
conditioning systems in summer. This is in line with our research, where the electrical
energy costs in the hospitals located in the coolest zone (IV) are more than 64% lower than
in the warmest climate zone (I). The influence of the climate on energy consumption was
confirmed by other studies where the influence of temperatures on energy consumption
was analyzed throughout the whole year [48,49]. These studies showed that higher needs
for cooling systems between May and November result in a greater need for energy use at
higher temperatures.

The better energy efficiency in hospitals from colder regions can also be associated
with the health status of the patients in the regions and higher risks of some diseases
in higher temperature regions [33]. Other researchers reported, for instance, that a one-
degree Celsius increase in maximum monthly average temperature was associated with
a 0.34 increase in heat-stress illness hospitalization rate per 100,000 population in thinly
populated counties compared with 0.02 per 100,000 in highly urbanized counties [35].
Another study calculated that the annual excess days of hospitalizations and costs in
14 geographic regions of New York State for temperatures above a certain threshold,
and estimated that respiratory diseases attributable to extreme heat at baseline in NYS
resulted in 100 hospital admissions, US$644,069 in direct hospitalization costs, and 616 days
of hospitalization per year [50]. Our analysis showed that the hospitals located in the
fourth climate zone have fewer patients and perform fewer surgical operations. As a result,
less intensive medical activity is carried out in these regions.
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Another reason why the hospitals from colder regions use less energy is the fact that
lower energy consumption in the hospitals from the IV zone is due to the poorer economic
situation of these regions. The results of other studies show that the economic situation in
a region may be a factor influencing energy consumption. For example, using the example
of eastern Europe post-communist economies, it was shown that GDP growth is a key
factor in increasing both energy efficiency and energy consumption [51–53]. In subsequent
studies, it would be worth checking the relationship between energy consumption in
hospitals and the economic situation of the region in which these hospitals operate.

We also analyzed the energy cost consumption in terms of the size of the hospitals
measured by the number of beds.

According to Figure 7, the highest average EEC was among large hospitals located in
the I climate zone and the lowest in the IV one. Among the big hospitals, the highest EEC
was observed in the II climate zone. We didn’t observe a significant difference in average
EEC in terms of medium and small hospitals. The highest variation in terms of EEC can be
observed among large hospitals, especially in the IV climate zone.

Figure 7. EEC by the size of the hospitals relative to the climate zones in Poland.

In terms of TEC (Figure 8), the differences between large hospitals according to the
climate zones were not significant. The most significant difference in TEC was seen among
big hospitals, where the lowest TEC was in the first climate zone and the highest in
the IV one. The influence of climate zone on TEC was not observed among small and
medium-sized hospitals.

When comparing the energy efficiency of a group of hospitals, it was appropriate
to calculate this consumption in relation to variables regarding healthcare activities, as
different hospitals have different workloads and healthcare needs. Including activity
variables prevents the most efficient hospitals from being penalized and promotes more
efficient management. Taking into account hospital activity, we also analyzed to what
extent the influence of climate zone on energy costs can depend on surgical or non-surgical
hospital profile. The results are presented in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 8. TEC by the size of the hospitals related to climate zones in Poland.

We found that the warmer climate zones, the higher intensity in terms of surgeries,
and the higher EEC. In terms of non-surgical hospitals, the influence of climate zone on
EEC was not observed. In terms of TEC, the observations were similar. The difference in
the level of TEC was observed for high and medium-intensity hospitals. However, the most
noticeable difference was observed for high-intensity hospitals between the I-II climate
zone and III-IV zone. There was no significant difference for non-surgical and low-intensity
surgery hospitals.

In our study, we found that the number of surgery operations is an important variable
related to the activity of hospitals that affects energy costs. This was observed especially for
medium and high-intensity surgery hospitals in terms of TEC in the first and second climate
zone. A high correlation between the average annual energy consumption and hospital
activity indicators was also observed in studies carried out in Spain. Health indicators
were represented by the number of annual discharges, the number of rescue operations
and the number of hospitalizations. A direct link to the annual energy consumption per
employee was also shown by the number of annual operations, laboratory tests, births, and
endoscopies [18].

The number of surgical operations is an important factor influencing energy con-
sumption due to the fact that operating theaters are characterized by an exceptionally high
energy demand in hospitals. The operating theaters were found to be three to six times
more energy-intensive than the hospital as a whole, mainly due to heating, ventilation
and air conditioning requirements [19]. Hospitals with less than 3000 operations per year
had lower energy consumption per bed than hospitals with more than 3000 operations. In
addition, it was observed that hospitals with fewer than 2500 operations per year used
less energy per hospital discharge [18]. It turns out that operating theaters use far more
energy per area than other types of hospital areas. As lighting uses between one-third
and almost half of the energy demand, this should encourage the use of more efficient
types of lamps in hospitals, lower brightness levels, and encourage staff to switch lights off
more consistently. In addition, there has been a discussion for several years about the time
of using ventilation in operating rooms when no surgical operations are performed [20].
There is no certainty among medical personnel whether disabling this involves high risk.
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Figure 9. EEC by hospital surgery intensity related to climate zones in Poland.

Figure 10. TEC by hospital surgery intensity related to climate zones in Poland.
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The number of surgical operations also turned out to be a significant variable in
a model used to forecast electricity from hospital air conditioners using an artificial neural
network. Other variables included in this model were temperature, relative humidity, and
electricity from the previous hour, time of day. This model was used not only to control the
operation of the air-conditioning system but also to forecast hot water production using
the hospital’s reheating system [54].

Our research does not confirm other studies, according to which energy consumption
is higher in facilities operating in colder climatic zones. For example, in studies of fifty-one
high-performance buildings around the world, it was found that the energy consumption
in the hot zone was lower than in the rest of the zones. It was considered that the reason for
this was the probable lack of space heating and the widespread use of natural ventilation
in this climatic zone. However, the differences in energy consumption were influenced
not only by the climate but also by the size of the building, efficient technologies, human
behavior, and operations and maintenance practices (O&M) [55].

As the exact factors that influence a building’s energy consumption remain unclear,
energy-saving strategies should take into account all the elements that can affect the actual
energy consumption of a specific hospital. For example, climate can only affect cooling
and heating loads, and the use of daylight and natural ventilation. In turn, the number
of medical doctors employed affects a building’s operational schedule, and thus energy
consumption in hospitals is influenced by other factors connected with human behavior
regarding energy-saving habits [55].

To reduce energy consumption in the building sector, where most of the energy is used
for heating and cooling applications, as it is in climate zone I hospitals, different strategies
to reduce energy consumption should be implemented. One of them can be the Passive
House (PH) concept [42,56]. The PH concept employs continuous insulation throughout
the entire building envelope without any thermal bridging. The building envelope is
extremely airtight, preventing infiltration of outside air and loss of conditioned air. In some
countries, PH standards have been used to design hospital buildings [57,58]. Air condi-
tioning energy consumption can account for 20–40% of a building’s energy consumption.
Replacing energy-intensive mechanical ventilation with natural ventilation can therefore
reduce energy consumption in hospitals in warmer climates [59]. Other studies analyzed
utilizing thermal insulation as a passive strategy for reducing cooling and heating energy
consumption in hospitals. Results showed that the use of an envelope of thermal insulation
in hospitals allowed a reduction in energy consumption for cooling and heating while in-
creasing the thermal comfort within the hospital [28] used to assess the performance of the
HVAC system. The thermal comfort perceived by the staff inside is related to the indoor air
quality of the operating theatres and the risk of nosocomial infection [60]. For this purpose,
the “predicted average vote” and the “predicted percentage of dissatisfied” derived from
Fanger’s comfort equation are usually calculated [61]. It is worth remembering, however,
that in operating theaters, medical and surgical criteria must prevail over the criteria of
thermal comfort. Another criterion for assessing the performance of an HVAC system is the
rate of surgical site infections (SSI) for the total number of surgical operations performed
in a given room [62].

Passive strategies to improve the energy performance of buildings were also assessed
at three locations in the Baltic region (Kaunas, St. Petersburg and Warsaw). Results showed
that total energy consumption varied by 27.4% between the most energy-intensive (coldest)
and the least energy-consuming (warmest) region in the same climatic zone, strongly
dominated by heating. The properties of the walls are able to reduce (or increase) energy
consumption significantly. Overall, insulation has been essential in all three locations in
the Baltic region [63].

We presume that the different influences of the climate zone on energy costs in Poland
can also be associated with different levels of renewable energy production. Basically,
all of Poland is suitable for air-to-water heat pumps and solar-powered energy sources.
However, according to previous studies, depending on the climate zone, the profitability of
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those investments is different [64]. Because of intense solar radiation and lower outside air
temperatures over the year in the south of Poland, the performance of renewable energy
sources is best in the coldest regions. The exception is in the northeast part of Poland, where
the temperature and solar radiation are both low [65]. It would be worth analyzing to what
extent the hospital energy costs depend on the level of renewable energy production. It is
worth noting that due to the high growth of the renewable energy sector, new financing
channels are now available. A review of investment trends revealed that investors see great
potential in renewable energy [66–68].

Other studies that considered European climatic zones showed that cities with cooler
climates have energy consumption partially mitigated by the good thermophysical proper-
ties of the building envelope. On the other hand, for cities with warmer climates, an air
treatment center can bring significant energy benefits. This is mainly due to the efficiency
of the air conditioning unit’s heat exchanger, which processes warmer outside air in cities
with milder climates [69]. Another study on the weather characteristics of European re-
gions aimed to outline energy-saving climate strategies based on human thermal comfort.
Strategies have been aligned with conceptual technologies such as glazing, shading and
insulation. It turned out that in the northern climatic zone in which Poland belongs, the
most influential strategies were ventilation with heat recovery (about 20% reduction from
the initial base), improvement of glazing (reduction by 10–12% from the initial base) and
improvement of insulation (10–5% reduction from the initial base). The effects of ventilation
with heat recovery were more evident in the Nordic colder countries due to the savings in
the pre-heating necessary for introducing outside air at very low temperatures. Locations
with a warmer climate closer to the southern climate zone benefit from the use of efficient
shading devices [70]. According to studies carried out in Spain, the energy demand of
buildings located in similar climatic zones but in different countries is the same [71]. It is,
therefore, necessary to gradually coordinate various national laws enacted to implement
the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). This can contribute to reducing
energy consumption in European buildings by sharing knowledge and best practices on
energy efficiency and energy savings between all EU member states and Norway [72].

5. Conclusions and Implications

Energy consumption in the Polish healthcare sector, and particularly in hospitals,
is very high compared to other commercial industries in the country. In order to take
appropriate measures to optimize the energy consumption of these units, it is first necessary
to understand the factors that influence this consumption. In this study, we assumed that
energy consumption in Polish hospitals is manifold, shaped by many interrelated factors
that overlap not only on an individual level but also at a higher level. The aim of the article
was to investigate the determinants of electricity and heat consumption in Polish hospitals
related to their size and medical activity, taking into account climate zone as a moderating
variable. Our intention was, therefore, to investigate whether there are differences in the
determinants of energy consumption between hospitals from different climatic zones. We
used data from M-03 financial statements and M-29 activity reports from all Polish hospitals
for 2010 to 2019 and applied backward stepwise regression analysis to their analysis.

The results confirmed that variables related to hospital size (number of doctors, num-
ber of beds) and variables related to their medical activity (number of surgical operations)
are important determinants of energy consumption, regardless of the type of energy. Addi-
tionally, in the EEC model, the number of nurses turned out to be a statistically significant
variable, and in the TEC model, the number of patients. The most essential variable in
both models was the number of physicians. More doctors employed resulted in higher
consumption of electricity and heat energy, which is related to the total energy consump-
tion. In subsequent studies, it would be worth considering their behavior in the context of
energy-saving activities.

In order to investigate the determinants of energy consumption in Polish hospitals
operating in various climatic conditions, four models covering four climatic zones divided
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according to NUTS 2 regions were additionally examined. The result showed that the
climate zone influences energy consumption in hospitals. The only variable that had a sig-
nificant impact on the annual energy consumption in all climate zones was the number of
doctors. Additionally, irrespective of the climatic zone, the level of electricity consumption
was influenced by the number of days of hospitalization, and the level of thermal energy
by the number of beds. In addition, energy consumption was more significant in areas with
milder winters than in areas with harsher winters. This was especially true for surgical
hospitals; he warmer the climatic zones, the greater the intensity of surgical procedures,
the higher the EEC. In the case of non-surgical hospitals, no influence of the climatic zone
on the EEC was observed.

The results of this study contribute in several ways to the literature on energy con-
sumption in hospitals. First, the study develops a more integrated approach to studying the
drivers of energy consumption in hospitals at the regional level, examining not only vari-
ables connected with hospital capacity but also medical activity variables that have proven
to be important determinants. These variables have not been taken into account in previous
studies on this topic. This study shows which factors can be considered universally relevant
determinants of energy consumption, regardless of the location of hospitals.

Secondly, this study demonstrates the advantages of including the climatic zone as
a moderating variable in analyzing the impact of hospital size and activity on electricity
and heat consumption. The analysis showed that the context presented by the regional
level, and especially the climate, can play an important role in making decisions about
energy consumption.

Third, while the energy sector has a significant environmental and social impact, no
empirical cross-sectional study specific to the healthcare sector has been carried out so far
with such a large hospital base from one country. This article is the first study to collect
and analyze data on energy costs in all hospitals in Poland. As far as we know, no previous
research on this topic has focused on such a large sample of hospitals.

The present study, therefore, adds new evidence to the existing literature on the factors
influencing energy consumption in the health sector. The impact of such related variables
on energy consumption in the health sector has not yet been investigated.

Empirical findings can be useful in designing energy-saving policies at the national as
well as regional levels. They can also be useful in other countries with a similar level of de-
velopment as Poland. Researching the factors influencing energy use in healthcare facilities
allows us to look for effective ways to implement improvements in energy management.
Optimizing these factors may allow for a reduction in energy consumption, which will not
only reduce greenhouse gas emissions but also reduce plant operating costs.

The results of our research describing the influence of climate zone on energy costs can
also be used when designing the construction of new hospital buildings or modernization
of existing ones.

Moreover, when designing heating systems for hospitals in the first climate zone,
particular attention should be paid to the integrated heating and cooling system. Additional
research still requires checking what other factors cause differences in energy consumption
between individual regions of Poland, and especially to what extent the greater energy
consumption in the western regions than in the eastern regions results from the influence of
a humid, warmer climate on greater morbidity in these regions, or from a better economic
situation in these regions.

6. Limitation and Future Research

The study has several limitations, which should be considered when evaluating the
results. The study did not take into account the source of energy used by hospitals and their
energy efficiency for all major fuels: (e.g., electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, and district heat.).
However, other studies conducted in Polish hospitals show that electricity costs account for
almost half (46%) of the energy costs used by hospitals. In second place is natural gas (35%),
which hospitals use to generate heat. Hospitals spend significantly less on thermal energy
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from external sources (17%). The low oil expenditure (2%) with 24% of the plants that
indicated it as one of their energy sources may be due to the fact that the units used fuel for
company cars. As hospitals do not use energy from biomass/biogas/biofuels, they do not
spend money on these types of fuel [73]. Other studies show that the main types of energy
used in hospitals are natural gas and electricity. Natural gas is mainly used for space and
water heating and cooking. Electricity is mainly used for cooling purposes [4]. In Poland,
energy is mainly produced in utility power plants. In 2020, the production volume in these
facilities amounted to 82.8% of the total production. For Poland, which has an economy
based on coal, the most important fuel used to generate electricity was hard coal, with
a share of 47.0%, and lignite with a share of 24.9%. The share of coal is systematically
decreasing in favor of green sources, which, in 2020, accounted for 10.75% [74].

Another limitation of the study is the lack of an analysis of the cost of energy con-
sumption, taking into account renewable energy sources. It is unclear how quickly Polish
hospitals are switching to alternative renewable energy sources. The importance of the
problem is increasing because, in accordance with the assumptions of the Europe 2010
strategy [75], it is necessary to take measures to reduce CO2 emissions by 20% by 2020,
increase energy efficiency by 20% compared to 1990 and increase the share of renewable
energy sources (RES) up to 20% in the entire European Union. Renewable energy is
wind energy, solar radiation, aerothermal, geothermal and hydrothermal energy, ocean
energy and hydropower, the energy obtained from biomass, gas from excavations, sewage
treatment plants and biological sources. It is worth noting, however, that the sector of
renewable energy sources (other than wind) in Poland recorded the highest growth in the
last year. In September 2021, this sector recorded an increase of 88.73 percent compared
to the previous year. In wind farms, production has increased by 15.67 percent on an
annual basis. Since 2000, 36% of hospitals have installed solar panels, and 2% of hospitals
invested in geothermal energy and photovoltaic installations. Solar installations are the
most frequently indicated among the planned investments (44%). No hospital has used
heat pumps so far, but their installation is declared by 16% of hospitals [73].

The article also does not take into account where hospitals consume energy. Hospitals
have a high energy demand due to continuous operation, mainly heating, ventilation
and air conditioning [76]. Unfortunately, this survey does not show the breakdown of
energy consumption by these activities. The most energy-intensive activities in hospitals
are typically ventilation, cooling and lighting, while the main uses of natural gas are space
heating [4]. About 61% to 79% of a hospital’s energy consumption is generated by the
production of lighting, heating, cooling and hot water [77]. Similar results can be found
in literature studies that found that HVAC systems are the main consumers of electricity
consumption in hospitals [78,79]. For example, air and room heating in UK hospitals used
44% of total energy [80]. In India, HVAC systems are also the main consumers of electricity,
followed by lighting and water pumps [81]. In Thailand, HVAC systems accounted for
more than half of the total energy consumption [14]. Therefore, energy-saving efforts in
hospitals should focus on managing the HVAC system.

Consideration of these aspects should be taken into account in subsequent studies
regarding Polish hospitals, as these buildings have many energy-intensive activities such
as laundries, use of medical and laboratory equipment, sterilization, use of computers and
servers, catering and refrigeration.
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